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The Jean Monnet Scholarship Programme which 
commenced in the 1990-1991 academic year by providing 
its first scholarship holders educational opportunities in 
EU member countries, is one of the longest running and 
prestigious projects in Turkey. 

During Turkey’s negotiation process for full membership 
to the European Union (EU), there is a need for 
individuals who are specialised in EU-related issues at 
every segment of the society from public institutions to the 
private sector, and from non-governmental organisations 
to universities. In accordance with this need, the Jean 
Monnet Scholarship Programme, a project funded by the 
EU, aims to increase the number of experts in the EU 
field and support Turkey’s administrative capacity building 
efforts for the effective implementation of the EU acquis.

Employees of public and private sector institutions and 
non-governmental organisations; senior undergraduate, 
master’s and PhD students, and academic and 
administrative staff of universities can apply to the Jean 
Monnet Scholarship Programme. Until now, nearly 2500 
individuals benefited from the scholarship and contribute 
to Turkey’s EU alignment process upon their return to 
Turkey. Jean Monnet Scholarships are granted for post 
graduate studies that will be performed on subjects 
related to Turkey’s EU harmonisation process and the 
EU acquis. Thus, the Programme plays an important 
role in increasing human resources in EU related fields 
which covers a wide range from public procurement to 
environment, from transport policy to common trade 
policy, from social policy to free movement of goods. 

This publication which is compiled from the Jean Monnet 
scholars’ master’s dissertations will hopefully give the 
readers a flavour of the quality and diversity of their 
studies.

As the Jean Monnet Scholarship Programme, we 
congratulate our all scholars who have successfully 
completed their programmes and appreciate the outcomes 
of their efforts. 

We proudly present the sixth issue of Jean MonneThesis 
with a strong belief that it will provide significant added 
value to the reform process and Turkey-EU relations. 

We wish you a pleasant reading!

Jean Monnet Scholarship Programme
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ABSTRACT

Right to data portability (“RtDP”) has been introduced 
under Article 20 GDPR as a newly right given to data 
subjects. It can be seen as an extension of right to access 
in the sense that RtDP enhances data subjects’ control 
over their personal data. The RtDP requires some further 
explanations related to its scope and applicability. This 
study specifically focused on the technical feasibility 
clause and analysed possible interpretations given to 
this vague concept. It has been concluded in this study 
that if a controller does not own the technical means to 
provide direct portability, it cannot be held liable to violate 
Article 20 (2) GDPR even it has the financial means to 
acquire the technical infrastructure. Yet, data controllers 
seem to volunteer to make this limited direct portability 
possible to every data subject. The Data Transfer Project 
is one of the many experimental attempts to collaborate 
with other data controllers to provide direct data portability 
in an interoperable format. The possible reasons for this 
willingness to facilitate direct portability was put forward 
as to avoid a possible competition law enforcement and 
to prevent a possible policy change, which would require 
all data controllers to provide direct portability. 

INTRODUCTŞON

Article 20 (2) of General Data Protection Regulation 
(“GDPR”) introduced a new right, namely the right to data 
portability (“RtDP”). It aims to provide data subjects with 
more control over their personal data. Although, RtDP 
includes indirect and direct transfer, only one of them can 
really make a difference in the application of this right: 
direct portability. However, Article 20 (2) GDPR ties this 
direct portability to technical feasibility clause. There 
exists no further explanation given to technical feasibility 
apart from Recital 68 GDPR and Guidelines on the right 
to data portability by Article 29 Data Protection Working 
Party. This study provides additional arguments related 
to what technical feasibility means in order to ensure the 
realization of RtDP.

What Article 20 (2) GDPR foresees, may be interpreted 
as dictating data controllers to provide direct transmission 
of personal data where it is technically feasible. From 
another standpoint, the same article may mean where 

it is not technically feasible, data controllers are not 
obliged to provide the direct transmission of data. 
The semantic interpretation may suggest that it is the 
technical feasibility clause that determines the existence 
of the obligation concerning data transfer, therefore the 
scope and application of RtDP. This interpretation may 
mean that companies are required to provide technical 
feasibility where such technology exists. However, in 
the preamble of GDPR it is clearly stated that “the data 
subject’s right to transmit or receive personal data … 
should not create an obligation for the controllers to adopt 
or maintain processing systems which are technically 
compatible.”1 The clash between the semantic and 
possible legal interpretation of Article 20 creates a space 
for discussion regarding the legal principles that need to 
be taken into account before defining technical feasibility. 
Some prominent questions, inter alia, are as follows: Is 
there technical feasibility (of the data controllers)?  If not, 
can technical feasibility be created (by those who control 
personal data)? 

Is there any legal obligation to create technical feasibility 
(when there is the capacity to control personal data)? 
If there is an obligation for data controllers to create 
technical feasibility when they have the capacity to control 
data then what are the limits of this obligation?

Against this background, this study seeks responses to 
the crucial question below; 

How should the technical feasibility requirement be 
interpreted under Article 20 (2) of GDPR to ensure the 
realization of right to data portability?
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The introduction of data portability 
is closely linked to the requirements 
of today’s world in two aspects: 
privacy concerns and demand for low 
switching costs. People increasingly 
look for a secure way to receive the 
personal data in a machine-readable 
format and for an easy way to transmit 
those data to another controller 
without hindrance. Such a demand 
resonates what has occurred in the 
earlier days of the construction of 
telecommunication networks when 
telephone companies were instructed 
to interconnect their networks to 
enable phone number portability.2 In 
that context, people were given the 
option of switching their providers 
while keeping their phone number. 
Accordingly, consumers, who were 
not satisfied with the quality of their 
phone operators, would not have 
to bear the burden of changing 

their phone number. Hence, the 
right to phone number portability 
decreased switching costs and 
people started to look for the best 
option on the market in terms of 
price and quality. While a duty was 
imposed on all telephone providers to 
enable number portability under the 
telecommunication regulation, the 
GDPR gives users a RtDP only under 
certain circumstances, one of which is 
the technical feasibility requirement.3 

The European Commission claimed 
that the RtDP will also improve 
competition among services which 
are affected by this right.4

The RtDP can be initiated upon a 
request by a data subject. According 
to 29 Working Party Guidelines on 
the RtDP adopted in 2017 (“2017 
Guidelines”), the data controller 
cannot remain silent upon a data 

portability request. Accordingly, data 
controllers are under an obligation to 
respond to every portability request, 
even if it contains a refusal.⁵ In 
principle, Article 12 of GDPR states 
that RtDP shall be provided free of 
charge. However, should the request 
from a data subject be manifestly 
unfounded or excessive, especially 
due to its repetitive character, the 
controller may either charge a 
reasonable fee or refuse to act on the 
request. The repetitive characteristic 
should not be understood as the 
total number of requests received 
by the data controller, rather it is the 
number of requests made by one 
individual data subject to the same 
data controller.⁶ Furthermore, the 
fee charged cannot be justified on 
the ground of implementation cost 
incurred due to compliance with the 
RtDP requirements.⁷
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After choosing the most suitable interpretation to serve 
as a reconciliation of Article 20 (2) GDPR, Recital 68 
GDPR and technical reality, the study gives an analysis 
of competition law concerns on RtDP. Regardless of 
the Article 20 (2) GDPR interpretation, competition law 
enforcement might have a different consequence on 
the enforcement of direct portability claims. Finally, the 
study analyzes the Data Transfer Project (DTP) to see 
whether the project creates an effective network for direct 
portability. 

The Meaning of Technical Feasibility

This study examines the possible interpretations of what 
constitutes technical feasibility and whether it places 
an obligation on data controllers. The arguments are 
reflecting a mixture of legal and technical interpretations 
due to the nature of the concept of technical feasibility. 
The argumentation strikes a balance between legal 
ground and technical reality. After discussing two possible 
interpretations, namely i) existence of the technology is 
enough and ii) positive obligation unless unreasonable 
burden, this study argues that in order to reconcile the 
Recital 68 GDPR and Article 20 (2) GDPR, the third 
interpretation, which states “both sides of the transfer 

should own the technology”, could be embraced. This 
means that the legal text, for now, only allows for the direct 
portability if the data controllers are willing to provide 
this right. This interpretation is clearly in favour of data 
controllers. However, from a pro-direct portability angle, 
it should also be noted that if the interpretation of Article 
20 (2) GDPR is asked, it is also possible for the Court 
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) to embrace the 
second interpretation. Based on effectiveness of EU law 
argument, the CJEU may put a positive obligation on the 
controllers, who would not be affected unreasonably, to 
ensure direct portability right. 

In 2015, Graef put forward that social networking sites had 
made progress in enabling users to export their data, but 
there were still considerable limits on the direct transfer 
of personal information to other platforms particularly due 
to the lack of interoperability of the data that precludes 
easy import to another social network.8 As regards, the 
technical feasibility requirement in Article 20 (2) GDPR 
refers to these technical challenges and obstacles 
Graef mentioned in her study. Although after 5 years 
data controllers made significant progress in enabling 
direct portability, there are still impediments to full direct 
portability. Facebook, for example, offers a direct transfer 
of only photo files to only Google Photos. This can still 
be considered a critical improvement when considering 
the lack of obligation on data controllers to provide direct 
portability.

Current EU laws in force do not mandate the first controller 
of the direct portability request to provide interoperable 
formats. Recital 68 GDPR and 2017 Guidelines do not 
place an obligation on the data controllers to provide this 
reciprocity. Therefore, the technical feasibility requirement 
under Article 20 (2) GDPR, more or less, hangs in the 
air without any support either from the Recitals or the 
Guidelines to bring the reciprocity interpretation into 
action. Despite the lack of pressure to mandate the 
technical feasibility, as such interoperability, there have 
been initiatives to contribute to direct portability. One of 
those initiatives⁹, namely the Data Transfer Project, is 
considered in this study. 
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COMPETŞTŞON LAW ANALYSŞS

This research also examines the relationship between 
the GDRP and European competition rules applicable 
to RtDP under Article 20 GDPR and abuse of dominant 
position under Article 102 of Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union (“TFEU”). Although RtDP aims 
to regulate increasing control by data subjects of their 
personal data, the application of this right in everyday 
life is also related to the objectives of competition law. 
Therefore, it is worth examining the relationship between 
the two. The possibility of direct portability enforcement 
may be questioned from a competition law perspective 
in order to see if a refusal of a direct portability request 
constitutes an abuse of dominance within the meaning of 
Article 102 TFEU. In parallel with the lex specialis rule, 
it can be stated that GDPR specifically governs RtDP 
and imposes an obligation on data controllers in rare 
occasions. In the cases where an obligation does not exist 
under GDPR, competition rules also should not create a 
special responsibility on dominant undertakings. From 
a different standpoint, when an obligation exists under 
GDPR and it has not been complied with, this behaviour 
can be sanctioned by Article 102 TFEU if it constitutes an 
unfair trading condition imposed on users10.

THE DATA TRANSFER PROJECT

Despite the lack of obligation upon data controllers under 
Article 20 (2) GDPR to facilitate direct portability, it has 
been seen that there have been several experimental 
applications in Europe to help the users to exercise their 
right to the extent where technical means allow.11 The 
Data Transfer Project (“DTP”) is one those experimental 
applications to facilitate direct portability. The reason for the 
data controllers’ willingness to enable data subjects to use 
their direct portability right in the absence of an obligation, 
might be the conviction that although in its present form 
the GDPR only encourages direct portability, the GDPR or 
another area of law can make it obligatory in the future.12 
This view is based on the idea that, in order to avoid a 
future amendment that can be made by the policymakers, 
which might enforce stricter rules, the data controllers are 
working out to find a way to accomplish direct portability. 
Therefore, such a pre-emptive strategy of being prepared 
for a possible amendment of the legal instruments is 
considered as beneficial for the data controllers so that 
they can pursue introduction of technical feasibility in their 
own way, in their own terms and on their own conditions. 
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The DTP was initiated in 2018 to create a direct data 
portability platform for all individuals across the web to 
easily move their data between online service providers 
whenever they want.13 The current contributors include 
Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Twitter. The DTP 
expands RtDP to an ability to initiate a direct transfer of 
users’ data into and out of any participating provider rather 
than a mere ability to download a copy of their data from 
their service provider.14 While users are generally able to 
export copies of their data to an online storage platform, 
this project facilitates direct portability of data between 
cloud services.15 Google describes the project as letting 
users “transfer data directly from one service to another, 
without needing to download and re-upload it.”16 The DTP 
is an open source initiative to encourage participation of as 

many providers as possible. By reducing the infrastructure 
burden on both providers and users, the DTP’s aim is to 
enhance the data portability ecosystem thus increase the 
number of services offering portability. The DTP provides 
direct, service-to-service data transfer via its methodology 
of streamlined engineering work.

The project has been developing a method that can 
adapt any service’s APIs to a set of standardized data 
formats that can be used by anyone.17 The transfer of 
data between any two providers is enabled through these 
sets of standardized data formats, for example making 
Instagram data workable for Flickr and vice versa.18 The 
system is focused on one-time transfers rather than the 
continuous interoperability enabled by many APIs. 

Greg Fair, product manager for Google Takeout, describes 
the issue of indirect portability, where the data subject 
receives his/her data and upload it to another service 
platform manually, as a “frustration with the available 
options for managing data after it’s downloaded… tools 
like Takeout are only solving half the problem”, unless 
they can offer a proper way to import the same data to a 
different service. However, Fair also highlights that one 
company alone cannot solve that problem.19
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IS DTP AN ESSENTIAL FACILITY?

One of the questions that comes to mind in relation to the 
DTP is that although it was created as an open source, 
could the initiators or the participants of the project refuse 
to give access to other controllers? Freedom of contract 
would allow the participants to refuse access to other data 
controllers. From a GDPR point of view, there seems to be 
no clues on how to act concerning this particular matter. 
However, from a competition law point of view, if inclusion 
in the DTP is the only way to compete with the owners of 
the platform, the participants would be under an obligation 
to open this source to the competitors20.

The essential facilities doctrine (EFD) of EU Law deals 
with cases in which a refusal on part of the dominant 
undertaking to supply or to deny access to goods or 
services can amount to an abuse of dominance. Such 
cases are extremely rare and disputed, as they require 
balancing multiple interests such as the freedom to choose 
business partners, commercial incentives for undertakings 
to innovate, consumer welfare and protecting the process 
of competition. In the context of EU competition law, it has 
been established that such a refusal may constitute an 
abuse of dominance when a dominant undertaking refuses 
to supply or denies access to a product or a service, 
that is indispensable for competing in a downstream or 
in a related market and the refusal is likely to eliminate 
effective competition on the market, while the refusal 
cannot be objectively justified.21 Those conditions must 
be met cumulatively in order to say that the DTP as an 
infrastructure constitutes an essential facility, therefore 
refusal of access requests from other data controllers 
would amount to an abuse of dominance.

CONCLUSION

The technical feasibility requirement under Article 20 
(2) TFEU is a vague concept and is in need of further 
explanation. This study tried to put the spotlight that 
technical feasibility deserves in the context of GDPR. In 
light of the discussions, this study shows that at the end 
of the day direct portability is achievable and technically 
feasible as seen in the DTP. The argumentation above 
supports the third factual scenario, which states that 
both sides of the transfer should own the technology, 

does not oblige the data controllers to provide direct 
portability. However, this interpretation is in favour of the 
data controllers and the technical reality shows that the 
unreasonable cost scenario might be the best fit for the 
data subjects. In order to realize the effectiveness of the 
EU law, the data controllers should be obliged to provide 
direct portability if it does not constitute an unreasonable 
financial burden on them.
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FOOTNOTES

¹ Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of 
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal 
data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing 
Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) 
[2016] OJ L119/1 Recital 68  

² Thomas M. Lenard, If Data Portability is the Solution, 
What’s the Problem?, [2020] Technology Policy Institute 
p 2  

³ Inge Graef, Mandating portability and interoperability in 
online social networks: Regulatory and competition law 
issues in the European Union, [2015] Telecommunications 
Policy Volume 39 Number 6 502-514 https://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2296906   p. 506  

⁴ European Commission, Press Release, Commission 
proposes a comprehensive reform of data protection rules 
to increase users’ control of their data and to cut costs 
for businesses 25 January 2012 https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_12_46   

⁵ Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Guidelines on 
the right to data portability [2016] https://edpb.europa.
eu/our-work-tools/our-documents/guideline/right-data-
portability_en p 15  

⁶ Ibid.  

⁷ Ibid.  

⁸ Inge Graef, Mandating portability and interoperability in 
online social networks: Regulatory and competition law 
issues in the European Union, [2015] Telecommunications 
Policy Volume 39 Number 6 502-514 https://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2296906 p 506  

⁹ https://dapsi.ngi.eu/meet-europes-top-data-portability-
projects/ accessed on September 5, 2021
10 Barbara Van der Auwermeulen, How to attribute the 
right to data portability in Europe: A comparative analysis 
of legislations, [2017] Computer Law & Security Review 
Volume 33 Issue 1 57-72 https://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/S0267364916302175 p 61; Viktoria 
H.S.E. Robertson, Excessive Data Collection: Privacy 
Considerations And Abuse Of Dominance In The Era Of 
Big Data [2020] Common Market Law Review Volume 57 
p 168
11 Paul De Hert, Vagelis Papakonstantinou, Gianclaudio 
Malgieri, Laurent Beslay, Ignacio Sanchez, The right 

to data portability in the GDPR: Towards user-centric 
interoperability of digital services, [2018] Computer Law & 
Security Review 193–203 p 202  
12 James Fallows Tierney, Contract Design in the Shadow 
of Regulation [2020] Nebraska Law Review Volume 98 
Issue 4

https:/ /digi talcommons.unl.edu/cgi /v iewcontent.
cgi?article=3266&context=nlr p 877  
13 https://datatransferproject.dev accessed on June 4, 
2020  
14 Data Transfer Project Overview and Fundamentals, 
[2018]

https://datatransferproject.dev/dtp-overview.pdf  accessed 
on June 3, 2020  
15 Craig Shank, Microsoft, Facebook, Google and Twitter 
Introduce the Data Transfer Project: An Open Source 
Initiative for Consumer Data Portability, [2018] 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/eupolicy/2018/07/20/
microsoft-facebook-google-and-twitter-introduce-the-
data-transfer-project-an-open-source-initiative-for-
consumer-data-portability/  accessed on June 5, 2020  
16 Russell Brandom, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and 
Twitter partner for ambitious new data project, 2018, https://
www.theverge.com/2018/7/20/17589246/data-transfer-
project-google-facebook-microsoft-twitter  accessed on 
June 4, 2020  
17 Brian Willard and Greg Fair, Introducing Data Transfer 
Project: an open source platform promoting universal data 
portability, 2018,

https://opensource.googleblog.com/2018/07/introducing-
data-transfer-project.html  accessed on June 4, 2020  
18 Russell Brandom, Google, Facebook, Microsoft, and 
Twitter partner for ambitious new data project, 2018, https://
www.theverge.com/2018/7/20/17589246/data-transfer-
project-google-facebook-microsoft-twitter  accessed on 
June 5, 2020  
19 Ibid.  
20 Joined Cases 6 and 7/73, Istituto Chemioterapico 
Italiano S.p.A. and Commercial Solvents Corporation 
v Commission of the European Communities [1974] 
ECLI:EU:C:1974:18  
21 Ibid.
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ABSTRACT

This study aims to examine food price dynamics in the 
new EU members and candidate countries within the 
context of convergence theory. In this regard, food inflation 
differentials from the EU average are studied to check for 
convergence. The analysis is carried out over monthly 
data on harmonised index of consumer prices (HICPs) 
for the main group and subgroups of food and its product 
chains covering the period between January 2007 and 
June 2020. Beta and sigma convergence measures are 
estimated in addition to panel unit root tests conducted to 
test the presence of convergence. The empirical analysis 
provides evidence that food prices in the new EU members 
and candidates converge on the EU average despite 
several product chains of which prices fail to converge. 
The findings suggest that food price convergence in the 
new EU members and candidate countries is stronger in 
comparison with overall consumer price convergence. In 
addition, no substantial difference is detected in the speed 
of food price convergence among the food categories for 
which price convergence is validated. Furthermore, fairly 
consistent food price convergence performances are 
observed across the new EU members and candidate 
countries. Producer prices of energy is detected as the 
main driver of price convergence for certain food product 
chains although no long run relationship with producer 
prices is found for the main group and subgroups of food. 

Besides, producer prices have short run effects on the 
overall food price dynamics. Lastly, no significant evidence 
of relative price convergence between the sample 
countries and the rest of EU is detected in this study. 
The systemic macroeconomic shocks such as the 2008-
09 global financial crisis and the 2010-12 European debt 
crisis are found to interrupt the relative price convergence 
in the region. Nevertheless, a further inquiry on food price 
convergence performances of the new EU members and 
candidate countries by using a more detailed dataset is 
recommended to verify the findings of this empirical study.

INTRODUCTION

Price stability is one of the principal prerequisites of 
a healthy and well-functioning economy. There are a 
good number of benefits that price stability creates for 
all economic agents such as consumers and producers. 
Price stability essentially fosters economic activity 
including production, consumption, saving and investment 
by reducing uncertainty; thereby, increases the general 
welfare. Therefore, achieving and maintaining price 
stability takes a prominent part in economic policy.

Food price dynamics play a major role in determining 
the direction of overall price level as food accounts for 
a considerable share in the consumption basket (Catão 
& Chang, 2010). In addition, food prices are unique with 
their peculiar nature that frustrates economic policy, 
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especially monetary policy, due to uncontrollable volatility. 
As a result, food inflation is considered as an important 
impediment to price stability. Within this framework, 
understanding food price dynamics becomes one of the 
essentialities of economic policy marking with respect 
to price stability as well as a hot topic in the economic 
literature.

Various factors affect food price dynamics. Supply-side 
factors, demand-side factors, structural factors and policy 
interventions are the drivers of food prices. In particular, 
input prices are dominant in determining the direction of 
food prices. Furthermore, the developments regarding 
international trade contribute to the transformation of 
food price dynamics. Especially, the rise of neo-liberal 
policies and globalization aligns the concept of food 
price dynamics as well as the overall market mechanism 
within the context of economic convergence. Accordingly, 
the theory of economic convergence, which suggests 
a narrowing gap between developed and developing 
economies in the course of time, helps explain certain 
aspects of food price developments. Like the prices of 
other tradable goods, food prices exhibit a convergence 
tendency due to the law of one price, which suggests that 
identical goods in different markets will have the same 
global price as a result of free trade.

Economic integration, which relates to the reduction of 
trade barriers and enhancement of policy coordination 
between partnering countries to promote economic 
development and increase societies’ welfare, serves as 
a catalyst of the structural transformation that reshapes 
market dynamics and urges convergence. The European 
Union (EU), which represents a very high level of economic 
integration, leads to a comprehensive and sustainable 
economic convergence across the Europe (Yin et al., 
2003). As one of its economic criteria, price stability is 
promoted by the EU to help achieve a functioning market 
economy as well as the capacity to manage competitive 
pressure and market forces within the Union. Therefore, 
the EU accession induces the convergence of market 
prices alongside income convergence. Accordingly, food 
price dynamics adjust as a result of the EU accession. 
The outcome of this transformation is observed in the 
food inflation outlook.

This study aims to examine food price dynamics in the 
new EU members and candidate countries in light of 
convergence theory. The study focuses on the EU’s 
Central and Eastern Europe enlargement after the 
millennium and current enlargement toward Western 
Balkans and Turkey. Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Estonia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovenia 
and Slovakia are included in the analysis as the new EU 
members while Albania, North Macedonia, Montenegro, 
Serbia and Turkey are the candidate countries covered. 
The most common characteristic of these countries is that 
they are transition economies. This study is motivated by 
the idea that transition economies in the EU accession 
process experience dramatical changes in food price 
dynamics like other market mechanisms due to economic 
convergence.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In his seminal paper, Lamm (1979) lays the theoretical 
foundation of studies on food price dynamics. The 
paper devises a discrete dynamic model to explain 
the behaviour of US food prices from the cost-push 
perspective. Accordingly, it focuses on raw agricultural 
commodity prices as the main explanatory factor driving 
the US food inflation. The most important finding of the 
study is that the speed of adjustment of retail food prices 
to the price changes of primary input decreases as the 
level of processing to produce final food product raises to 
higher notches. Despite being at the forefront, the study 
may improve by taking the effects of monetary policy and 
other input costs such as wages on the food prices into 
account.

Against this backdrop, Lamm and Westcott (1981) 
augment the structural dynamic model with the inclusion 
of additional explanatory factors representing various food 
industry input prices including energy prices and wage 
rates to examine the US food price dynamics in the period 
of 1968-1977. The paper demonstrated the relationship 
between the US retail food prices and food industry input 
prices. The study discovers a rapid pass-through from 
input prices to retail prices in the food industry which is 
regarded as a plausible explanation of higher food inflation 
compared to non-food inflation in the period examined. In 
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addition, the study accurately ascertains the significance 
of non-farm input prices including energy prices and wage 
rates in the food price determination process. In parallel 
with this finding, Lamm (1981a) reveals that energy prices 
are one of the main drivers of US food inflation and can 
account for a considerable portion of food price increases 
depending on the energy intensity of production. The 
paper also indicates a relatively faster than expected 
pass-through from energy prices to consumer food prices. 
This finding implies that a considerable portion of food 
price volatility can be attributed to energy prices.   

In another pioneering study on food price dynamics, Heien 
(1980) examined food price formation at each consecutive 
market level from farm to wholesale to retail in the US 
based on the summative mark-up pricing rule. The main 
finding of the study is that price changes exhibit a tendency 
to follow a unidirectional path from farm to wholesale to 
retail in the food industry. This finding underpins the cost-
push approach to analyse food price dynamics.

It is evident that the diversity of input variables included in 
the model as well as the complexity of approach increases 
accuracy in food price analysis. To better explore the 
food price dynamics, Baek and Koo (2010) provided 
a comprehensive model including energy prices and 
the exchange rate in addition to agricultural commodity 
prices as the factors affecting food prices. In the study, 
the short-term and long-term relationships between the 
US food prices and explanatory factors including both 
input prices and exchange rate are examined for January 
1989–January 2008 period. The study reports that the US 
food prices are affected by agricultural commodity prices 
and exchange rates both in the long-term and in the short-
term while energy prices affect the US food prices only 
in the long-term. This study can be deemed to cover the 
effects of monetary policy to some extent thanks to the 
inclusion of exchange rates into analysis. Likewise, Irz, 
Niemi and Xing (2013) examined the effect of wage rate 
on food prices in addition to the effects of other major input 
prices, namely the prices of agricultural commodities and 
energy. The study covering the period of January 1995 
– February 2010 estimated strong long-term linkages 
between Finland food prices and major food production 
costs including the wage rate and prices of agricultural 
commodities and energy.
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On the other hand, food prices are 
also affected by various structural 
factors. Lamm (1981b) studied the 
effects of food market structure on 
the US retail food prices by using 
a pooled cross-sectional and time 
series analysis over a dataset from 
eighteen urban areas between 1974 
and 1977. The study finds a positive 
relationship between the US retail 
food prices and market concentration 
measured by 1-firm to 4-firm 
concentration ratios. Besides, in their 
study on the relationship between 
US food prices and market structure 
during 1969-1981, Weaver, Chattin 
and Banerjee (1989) indicated that 
market concentration increases 
the speed of price adjustment to 
input price changes in certain food 
product categories. Against this 
backdrop, Lloyd, McCorriston and 
Morgan (2015) point out the degree 
of competition in food industry and 
economies of scale as the most 

essential determinants of how food 
prices are formed in the market. 
In addition, policy interventions 
such as trade barriers including 
export restrictions and tariffs 
and price controls including both 
directly- and indirectly- implemented 
forms, alongside macroeconomic 
environment, are the main 
systematical factors which shape 
food price dynamics (Baltzer, 2015). 

It is noteworthy that the demand 
driven factors related to strong global 
economic growth especially due to 
the outperformance of developing 
countries and improvement in 
household income besides increasing 
population have direct impact on 
food price dynamics (Trostle, 2008). 
Nonetheless, the effects of consumer 
demand on food prices are difficult 
to measure. Besides, in their study 
on the behaviour of US food prices 
between January 1970–February 

2009, Lambert and Miljkovic (2010) 
indicated that the consumer demand 
proxied by per capita disposable 
income does not have a significant 
effect on food price dynamics while 
highlighting that farm prices and 
wage rates play the key roles in food 
price determination process. Yet, this 
finding may be biased by the difficulty 
of proxying the consumer demand.

Within this framework, Kornher and 
Kalkuhl (2013) classified the drivers 
of food price dynamics into six groups 
including supply side factors, demand 
side factors, macroeconomics factors, 
transaction costs, agricultural policies 
and international prices in their study 
on the behaviour of food prices in 
developing countries. Nonetheless, it 
is noteworthy that input prices are the 
primary determinants of food prices 
despite the abundance of factors 
affecting food markets.

In accordance with the very nature 
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of economic convergence, food price dynamics adjust 
as a result of the EU accession. The mechanism behind 
food prices is affected by the factors driving the economic 
convergence. The outcome of this transformation is 
observed in the food inflation outlook. Lindenblatt and 
Feuerstein (2015) accurately demonstrated the dynamics 
of food price convergence in the EU between 2003 and 
2009 by highlighting the price convergence between 
new members (2004 entrants, EU8, a.k.a. A8) and old 
members (EU15) as the driving force. The findings of this 
study imply that food price convergence strengthens as 
the number of countries in the Union increases since no 
price convergence is reported for EU15. Because new 
entrants increase the heterogeneity of the Union so that 
the convergence gains ground. In addition, this conclusion 
supports the intuition that the economic transition is the 
main driver of food price convergence as the liberalization 
of agri-food sector plays a major role in the structural 
transformation.

On the other hand, Liontakis (2012) provided weak 
evidence for food price convergence in the 12 older EU 
members between 1997 and 2010 by concluding that 
mean reversion appears in different time periods and in 
different food categories. The study pointed out that the 
food price convergence hypothesis and its dynamics in 
Europe are fairly controversial. Nonetheless, Liontakis 
and Kremmydas (2013) reported the existence of 
convergence trends in the food inflation rates in the 25 EU 
members between 1997 and 2011 by emphasizing that 
the hypothesis of homogenous food inflation seems more 
legitimate for the EU when spatial effects are eliminated. It 
can be inferred from the findings of these studies that the 
result of the analysis is very sensitive to how food price 
dynamics are examined and what methods are used.

Finally, Ogrokhina (2015) argued that the “invisible borders” 
composed of identities, local preferences, languages and 
culture as well as the evolution of trade pattern toward 
intra-industry trade and the level of exchange rate 
flexibility impede price convergence in the EU. Therefore, 
a failure or delay of food prices to converge is rather likely 
in the new EU members and candidate countries due to 
their socio-cultural differences with Western Europe.
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DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This study is conducted on the consumer food prices in the 
new EU members, i.e. the CEE countries joined the Union 
after 2004, and the current candidate countries forming 
the EU’s Western Balkans and Turkey Enlargement. 
Accordingly, the sample covers Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Czechia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Poland, 
Romania, Slovenia, Slovakia, Albania, North Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Serbia and Turkey. In addition, the data for 
the EU (aggregate) and other EU members are also utilized 
in certain phases of the analysis. Accordingly, the EU27 
and EU28 figures are regarded as the representative of 
EU (aggregate) depending on the period. 

Monthly data on harmonised index of consumer prices 
(HICPs) for the main group of “food and non-alcoholic 
beverages”, the subgroup of “food” and its nine product 
chains, and the subgroup of “non-alcoholic beverages” 
and its two product chains are used in this analysis. In 
addition, domestic (industrial) producer prices (PPI) and 
its three main groups, namely producer prices of energy, 
intermediate goods and capital goods are included into 
the analysis as well as the headline consumer inflation 
index (all items-HICP). 

In this study, inflation rates are the main subject of analyses. 
Inflation rates are measured as annual percentage 
changes of the price indexes. The sample period covers 
January 2007 to June 2020 with the limited coverages of 
February 2011–June 2020 and January 2017–June 2020 
for Montenegro and Albania, respectively.

This study examines two dimensions of price convergence, 
namely beta convergence and sigma convergence, in 
accordance with Lindenblatt and Feuerstein’s (2015) 
approach. Having been developed by Barro and Sala-
i-Martin (1992), beta convergence essentially relates 
to mean reversion. This measure captures the capacity 
of an economic variable to recover deviations from a 
systematic equilibrium level in the course of time. In the 
case of price convergence, the law of one price, which 
suggests that identical goods in different markets will have 
the same global price as a result of free trade, determines 

the systematic equilibrium level on which convergence 
is expected. Accordingly, beta convergence reflects the 
speed of convergence. Beta convergence is originally 
estimated by using regression analysis in which the 
change in economic variable is regressand and its initial 
value is regressor. For price convergence, the regression 
is augmented by introducing price differentials as the 
explained variable.

Accordingly, the experimental variable of this analysis, 
namely the differentials from the EU average inflation, is 
generated by using the below equation (Lopez & Papell, 
2012) that is adjusted with the substitution of EU figure in 
the place of cross-sectional average inflation rate.

yit=πit
diff=πit−πEUt (1)

where πit denotes the annual inflation rate for the country 
i in period t and πEUt represents the annual inflation rate 
for EU in the same period.

In this study, the beta convergence measure is estimated 
by implementing panel regression analysis in which 
countries’ food inflations are regressed over their food 
inflation differentials relative to the EU average. Above 
all, panel unit root tests on the inflation differentials of the 
new EU members and candidate countries from the EU 
average are implemented to examine the convergence. 
Panel unit root test devised by Levin, Lin and Chu (2002) 
and the unit root test developed for heterogeneous panels 
by Im, Pesaran and Shin (2003) constitute the basis 
for this panel regression analysis on the convergence. 
Accordingly, the pooled Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) 
test, of which the null hypothesis is the presence of a unit 
root, is used to examine the stationarity of the panel of 
inflation differentials to test for convergence.

Within this framework, the panel regression model is 
devised as a simple autoregressive process demonstrated 
in the equation (2) in accordance with Holmes (2002):
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where ∆yit denotes the change in the inflation differential of 
country i in period t and yi,t-1 represents the initial inflation 
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differential while gi indicates the maximum number of 
lags of regressand to get εit white noise error term. Under 
the assumption of homogenous rate of convergence, βi 
is set equal to β in this panel regression model. Indeed, 
the convergence theoretically requires a significant and 
negative sign for the β coefficient.

Estimation of the β coefficient, which implies the speed 
of convergence, leads to another metric of convergence, 
namely the half-life. The half-life indicates how long it 
takes mean reversion to cover the half distance toward 
the steady-state level. Accordingly, the half-lives are 
calculated by using the equation below:

thalf=−ln(2)/ln(1+β)     (3)

After computing beta convergence measures and half-
lives, an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model 
(Pesaran & Shin, 1998) of the inflation differentials from 
the EU average of domestic producer prices (overall), 
producer prices of energy, intermediate goods and capital 
goods over the inflation differentials from the EU average 

of the main group and subgroup of food and its product 
chains is conducted to examine the drivers of food price 
convergence.

In this study, in accordance with Wolszczak-Derlacz 
and De Blander (2009), sigma convergence measure 
is estimated by using changes in the cross-sectional 
standard deviation of food inflation rates of the EU member 
states, including old members as well as new ones, and 
candidate countries. In addition to standard deviation, the 
longitudinal range and slope of trend line measures are 
also calculated to examine food inflation convergence 
within the EU members and candidate countries.

Lastly, a structural break test is employed to examine the 
stability and durability of sigma convergence. This test is 
needed to check whether relative convergence occurs in 
a steady way or disturbs occasionally due to exogenous 
factors. Accordingly, the multiple breakpoints test devised 
by Bai and Perron (1998) is implemented on the first-
order autoregressive process of cross-sectional standard 
deviations of inflation rates.
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The results of panel unit root tests for inflation differentials provide evidence that the food prices in the new EU 
members and candidate countries converge on the EU average. Table 1 reports Levin, Lin and Chu t statistic and Im, 
Pesaran and Shin W-stat for the main group of “food and non-alcoholic beverages”, the subgroup of “food” and its nine 
product chains, and the subgroup of “non-alcoholic beverages” and its two product chains as well as “all-items HICP”. 
According to the results of Levin, Lin and Chu panel unit root test, no unit root is found for the main group of “food and 
non-alcoholic beverages” as “all-items HICP” is also found to have no unit root at the 5% level of significance.

Accordingly, the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected for the subgroup of “food” while it is not rejected for the 
subgroup of “non-alcoholic beverages” at the 5% level of significance. Among the product chains of “food” subgroup, 
“bread and cereals”, “milk, cheese and eggs”, “oils and fats”, “sugar, jam, honey, chocolate” and “other miscellaneous 
food products” are found to have no unit root while “meat”, “fish and sea food”, “fruit” and “vegetables” are found to have 
a unit root at the 5% level of significance. Among the product chains of “non-alcoholic beverages” subgroup, “coffee, 
tea and cocoa” is found to have no unit root while “mineral waters, soft drinks and juice” is found to have a unit root at 
the 5% level of significance. 

Table-1 Panel Unit Root Test Results for Inflation Differentials from EU Average (2007 January–2020 June)

Levin, Lin & Chu t Im, Pesaran & Shin W-stat
Test statistic p-Value Test statistic p-Value

All-items HICP -1.78894 0.0368 -3.59076 0.0002
Food and Non-alcoholic Beverages -4.67876 0.0000 -5.86094 0.0000
  Food -4.61033 0.0000 -5.61786 0.0000
     Bread and Cereals -3.97170 0.0000 -6.45792 0.0000
     Meat 1.84948 0.9678 -5.25887 0.0000
     Fish and Sea Food -1.23964 0.1076 -6.91917 0.0000
     Milk, Cheese and Eggs -4.12518 0.0000 -8.38194 0.0000
     Oils and Fats -3.77380 0.0001 -4.53405 0.0000
     Fruit -1.00010 0.1586 -12.0129 0.0000
     Vegetables 0.92121 0.8215 -11.0891 0.0000
     Sugar, Jam, Honey, Chocolate -2.36395 0.0090 -6.47294 0.0000
     Other Misc. Food Products -1.71875 0.0428 -6.02268 0.0000
  Non-alcoholic Beverages -1.23518 0.1084 -4.35064 0.0000
     Coffee, Tea and Cocoa -1.65379 0.0491 -4.63172 0.0000
     Min. Waters, Soft Drinks, Juice 1.67440 0.9530 -5.07080 0.0000

Within this framework, it is valid to state that the inflation differentials from the EU average in the main group of “food 
and non-alcoholic beverages”, the subgroup of “food”, and the product chains of “bread and cereals”, “milk, cheese 
and eggs”, “oils and fats”, “sugar, jam, honey, chocolate”, “other miscellaneous food products” and “coffee, tea and 
cocoa” are stationary. This implies that price convergence occurs in these food groups and product chains. However, 
the subgroup of “non-alcoholic beverages” and the product chains of “meat”, “fish and sea food”, “fruit”, “vegetables” 
and “mineral waters, soft drinks and juice” are not stationary. Therefore, price convergence is not significantly evident 
for these categories. This finding suggests that the food price convergence is not homogeneous across the food 
groups and product chains. Nevertheless, Im, Pesaran and Shin unit root test provides evidence that some food price 
convergence is achieved for the categories for which Levin, Lin and Chu t test reports no significant price convergence 
in certain cross-sections.
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The details of Im, Pesaran and Shin unit root test indicates an obviously ubiquitous food price convergence in the new 
EU members and candidate countries. Abundant convergence evidence for different food groups and product chains 
are detected in individual country level. In each category, the number of countries where convergence does not occur 
remains low.

Estimations of beta convergence measure and half-life relate to the determination of the speed of convergence. 
Table 2 summarizes the beta convergence measure and half-life estimations for the food groups and product chains. 
Consistent with the prediction of convergence theory, the panel GLS regression with cross-section random effect 
estimates statistically significant and negative beta coefficients of corresponding initial inflation rates for all food groups 
and products chains as well as all-items HICP.

Table-2 Beta Convergence Measures and Half-lives (2007 January–2020 June)

Model:                                                                                                                             Method: Cross-section Random Effect

β Adjusted β t Ratio p-Value Half-life
All-items HICP -0.0196 -0.0256 -5.4648 0.0000 35.0
Food and Non-alcoholic Beverages -0.0618 -0.0670 -10.705 0.0000 10.9
  Food -0.0651 -0.0702 -10.856 0.0000 10.3
     Bread and Cereals -0.0401 -0.0457 -9.5172 0.0000 16.9
     Meat -0.0400 -0.0456 -7.9019 0.0000 17.0
     Fish and Sea Food -0.0640 -0.0691 -7.1011 0.0000 10.5
     Milk, Cheese and Eggs -0.0501 -0.0555 -10.255 0.0000 13.5
     Oils and Fats -0.0555 -0.0608 -11.045 0.0000 12.1
     Fruit -0.1721 -0.1752 -14.139 0.0000 3.7
     Vegetables -0.2279 -0.2299 -14.466 0.0000 2.7
     Sugar, Jam, Honey, Chocolate -0.0641 -0.0692 -10.976 0.0000 10.5
     Other Misc. Food Products -0.0389 -0.0445 -7.0498 0.0000 17.5
  Non-alcoholic Beverages -0.0503 -0.0557 -7.9213 0.0000 13.4
     Coffee, Tea and Cocoa -0.0576 -0.0628 -8.9230 0.0000 11.7
     Min. Waters, Soft Drinks, Juice -0.0523 -0.0576 -6.3485 0.0000 12.9

Note: Kendall’s (1954) formula ˆ( ) (1 3 ) /i i iE Tβ β β≅ − +  is used to compute the adjusted βs.

The beta convergence measures of -0.0618 and -0.0651 are estimated for the main group of “food and non-alcoholic 
beverages” and its subgroup of “food”, respectively. In absolute terms, both figures are considerably higher than the 
beta convergence measure of “all-items HICP” which is estimated -0.0196. Regarding the food product chains which 
are found stationary in the panel unit root test, the beta convergence measures of -0.0401, -0.0501, -0.0555, -0.0641, 
-0.0389 and -0.0576 are estimated for “bread and cereals”, “milk, cheese and eggs”, “oils and fats”, “sugar, jam, honey, 
chocolate”, “other miscellaneous food products” and “coffee, tea and cocoa”, respectively. This finding implies that the 
food price convergence in the new EU members and candidate countries is stronger than the overall consumer price 
convergence.

Accordingly, the half-lives of 10.9 and 10.3 months are calculated for the main group of “food and non-alcoholic 
beverages” and its subgroup of “food”, respectively. Both figures are lower than the half-life calculated for “all-items 
HICP”, namely 35 months. Regarding the food product chains which are found stationary in the panel unit root test, 
the half-lives of 16.9, 13.5, 12.1, 10.5, 17.5 and 11.7 months are calculated for “bread and cereals”, “milk, cheese and 
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eggs”, “oils and fats”, “sugar, jam, honey, chocolate”, “other miscellaneous food products” and “coffee, tea and cocoa”, 
respectively. This finding implies that the food prices in the new EU members and candidate countries move toward the 
steady-state faster in comparison with the overall consumer prices.

ARDL model estimations demonstrate the relationship between the food inflation differentials from the EU average and 
the domestic producer inflation differentials from the EU average with respect to the main groups of domestic PPI. In 
the analysis, there is no common long run relationship with any domestic producer prices detected for the main group 
of “food and non-alcoholic beverages”. Likewise, no long run relationship is also found for the subgroups of “food” 
and “non-alcoholic beverages”. However, evidence on long run relationships with some domestic producer prices are 
detected for certain food product chains. Overall PPI has a long run relationship with “vegetables”; energy has a long 
run relationship with “meat”, “fruit”, “vegetables” and “sugar, jam, honey, chocolate”; and capital goods has a long 
run relationship with “bread and cereals” at the 5% level of significance. Besides, intermediate goods has long run 
relationship with none of the product chains as well as the main group and its subgroups at the 5% level of significance.

On the other hand, domestic producer prices including overall PPI, energy, intermediate goods and capital goods have 
short run effects on almost all of the food categories. Only energy does not have a statistically significant effect on 
both the main group of “food and non-alcoholic beverages” and its subgroup of “food” at the 5% significance level. For 
the most of short run relationships, it can be stated that the overall reactions of food price dynamics to producer price 
movements are in the same direction.

Estimation of sigma convergence measure relates to the determination of the relative convergence. Table 3 summarizes 
the result of sigma convergence measure estimations. The estimations do not provide satisfactory evidence of relative 
convergence achieved by the EU members and candidate countries. Nevertheless, the subgroup of “food” records 
a slightly stronger relative convergence in comparison with the main group of “food and non-alcoholic beverages” 
and “all-items HICP”. Among the food product chains, “oils and fats” achieves the strongest relative convergence. 
The product chain also has one of the highest longitudinal range of standard deviations. This indicates the room for 
progress in terms of relative convergence.

Table-3 Sigma Convergence Measures (2007 January–2020 June)

Longitudinal Range Slope of Trend Line R²
All-items HICP 2.34 -0.0001 0.0859
Food and Non-alcoholic Beverages 4.04 -0.0002 0.1597
  Food 4.30 -0.0003 0.1729
     Bread and Cereals 6.61 -0.0006 0.3245
     Meat 5.23 -0.0004 0.1779
     Fish and Sea Food 5.55 -0.0003 0.1463
     Milk, Cheese and Eggs 5.64 -0.0004 0.2379
     Oils and Fats 11.08 -0.0009 0.3667
     Fruit 12.01 -0.0006 0.2591
     Vegetables 11.77 -0.0006 0.1451
     Sugar, Jam, Honey, Chocolate 5.19 -0.0000 0.0125
     Other Misc. Food Products 4.01 0.0000 0.0169
  Non-alcoholic Beverages 3.53 -0.0000 0.0263
     Coffee, Tea and Cocoa 8.71 -0.0002 0.0402
     Min. Waters, Soft Drinks, Juice 3.04 0.0000 0.0019
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On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the relative 
convergence process of food inflation is disturbed by 
the additional volatility stemming from the systemic 
macroeconomic shocks such as the 2008-09 global 
financial crisis and the 2010-12 European debt crisis. 
According to the results of Bai-Perron multiple breakpoints 
test, the break dates mostly condense on the period 
between 2009 and 2013 with the exemptions of several 
incidences in 2015 June and 2018 May.

CONCLUSION

The empirical findings suggest that overall food prices in 
the new EU members and candidate countries converge 
on the EU average in the sample period. The main group 
of “food and non-alcoholic beverages” and its subgroup 
of “food” are found to exhibit mean reversion in inflation 
differentials from the EU average which is regarded as 
an indication of price convergence. Significant evidence 
of price convergence is detected for the most of food 
product chains while price convergence is not statistically 
validated for certain food product chains. It is noteworthy 
that the food product chains that fail in achieving price 
convergence are mostly dominated by unprocessed food 
products. Therefore, the failure of convergence may be 
attributed to the peculiar behaviour of unprocessed food 
prices of which the most distinctive characteristic is high 
volatility. The subgroup of “non-alcoholic beverages” 
is also found to fail in achieving price convergence. 
However, price convergence is detected for its product 
chain of “coffee, tea and cocoa”. It is noteworthy that 
this product chain is quite sensitive to the international 
prices. Therefore, this finding highlights the importance of 
tradability to facilitate price convergence.

Beta convergence measure estimations imply that the food 
price convergence in the new EU members and candidate 
countries is stronger than the overall consumer price 
convergence. Therefore, the speed of price convergence 
is relatively high in the food markets. Accordingly, shorter 
half-lives are computed for the main group, subgroup 
and product chains of food in comparison with “all-items 
HICP”. Furthermore, the study suggests that the speed 
of food price convergence does not vary considerably 
among the main group, subgroup of food and its product 

chains in the new EU members and candidate countries.

The empirical analysis provides no significant evidence on 
a common long run relationship between the food inflation 
differentials from the EU average and the domestic 
producer inflation differentials from the EU average in 
the new EU members and candidate countries. However, 
certain food product chains are found to have a long 
run relationship with some domestic producer prices. 
Producer prices of energy stand out as a main driver of 
price convergence in some food product chains while 
producer prices of intermediate goods do not account for 
long run price convergence in any of the food categories.

Sigma convergence measure estimations indicate no 
evidence of relative price convergence in the food market. 
However, a comparably stronger relative convergence 
is estimated for the subgroup of “food”. Certain food 
product chains record some relative convergence as 
well. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the 2008-09 global 
financial crisis and the 2010-12 European debt crisis have 
negative effects on the relative convergence process of 
food inflation.
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Abstract

The banks are facing harsher capital requirements 
for holding long term project finance loans after the 
implementation of Basel III. In addition to the regulatory 
pressures, there is a worldwide need for the capital-
intensive investments to bridge the infrastructure gap. 
Alternative instruments for the financing of the larger 
projects have been discussed in the finance community. 
With the help of European Commission’s Project Bond 
Initiative, project bonds are becoming an alternative for 
financing large projects. In this study, we analysed the 
features of project finance bonds and investigated the 
determinants of the project bond spread by examining 
215 project bonds from 23 countries issued for financing 
energy generation, infrastructure and liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) projects. The results of the study suggest that 
the project bond’s country of issuance, the project’s status 
and the sector of operation have significant effect over the 
project bond’s spread. Firstly, we found that the bond’s 
spread increases as the riskiness of the host country 
increases. Secondly, we observed that the bonds issued 
for financing the greenfield projects have higher spread 
than the bonds issued for financing the operating projects. 
Lastly, the results suggest that the bonds issued for the 
sectors that are more likely to receive the government 
support have lower spread than the others. Specifically, 
the spread of bonds issued for financing the LNG sector 
investments are significantly higher than the spread of the 
bonds of infrastructure projects which usually receive the 
government support.

1. Introduction: Project Finance deals and the 
rise of Project Bonds

Project Finance can be described as the financing of a 
project through solely relying on cash flows generated 
by the project itself. This financing method is usually 
used for capital intensive projects in the areas such as 
energy generation, oil & gas, utilities, infrastructure and 
transportation. In the project finance deals, the project 
company’s assets serve as the only collateral for the debt 
and the revenues generated by the project company is the 
only source for the debt payments. The project company 
is usually a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), which has 
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the only purpose of building and owning the facility 
(Bank for International Settlements, 2006). According to 
Fabozzi (2012), the key aim of the project financing is to 
facilitate the funding in a non-recourse basis, which is an 
advantageous solution for the sponsors (owners of the 
SPV). The project finance deals are designed in a way 
that, if the project fails, it does not affect the sponsor’s 
balance sheet. 

In project finance deals, the project company is the main 
stakeholder; it issues the bond or takes the loan. The 
project company is an SPV founded by the sponsors who 
make the equity contribution to the company. In addition 
to the equity, the lenders or the bondholders provide the 
debt to the company. The financial capital is used to build 
the project; usually a turnkey construction company is 
assigned to this task. 

There are two major sources for the project finance 
debt: the bank loans and the bond issuances. Apart from 
these two, alternative sources such as direct credits to 
the projects, are also available. (Yescombe, 2013). Bank 
loans still have the biggest share in the project finance 
debt market such that in the first quarter of 2019, global 
project finance bank loans reached a total of US$35.5 

billion, while project bond issuances in the same period 
reached a total of US$9.9 billion (Refinitiv, 2019).

Effects of Basel III on Project Bonds

In the aftermath of the 2008 crisis, the banking sector was 
criticised for lacking preventive measures and regulations. 
As a response, the Basel committee developed the 
Basel III framework to mitigate the risks in the banking 
industry. The new set of rules laid out in Basel III aims 
to reduce the risks within the finance sector by adjusting 
the leverage ratios and the capital requirements of the 
banks. For example, Basel III led to a rise in bank funding 
costs due to intensified capital requirements and created 
an unwillingness to finance longer maturity loans (which 
is common with project finance loans) (Ma, 2016). The 
effect of Basel III is expected to change the structure of 
project finance deals. As banks are facing stricter rules, 
capital markets are becoming an alternative for financing 
projects. 

Even though the banks are still a crucial part of the 
project finance market, due to the regulatory changes for 
the banks, and global investment gap in infrastructure 
investments, the bonds are projected to become a 
popular option for project financing (White & Case, 
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2015). According to McKinsey Global Institute’s findings, 
until 2035, the yearly investment gap for fundamental 
infrastructure investments to cover estimated growth rates 
is about US$3.7 trillion (McKinsey Global Institute, 2017). 
Due to the above-mentioned reasons, project bonds are 
considered as a viable alternative to the project finance 
loans and a critical tool for bridging the funding gap.

Investment shortfall in infrastructure is not limited to 
emerging market countries, it is prevalent in developed 
economies, too. In its Europe 2020 Strategy agenda, the 
European Commission estimated EUR 1.5 to 2 trillion 
investment requirements in Europe’s transportation, 
power, and telecommunication networks (European 
Commission, 2011). To tackle Europe’s investment needs 
and include the institutional investors in the funding of 
infrastructure investments, the European Commission 
introduced the Europe 2020 Project Bond Initiative 
(“PBI”). The principal aim of this initiative is to bring the 
capital market financing in the infrastructure investments 
by increasing credit quality of the project bonds (European 
Commission, 2011). 

A credit enhancement mechanism is needed to attract the 
institutional investors to the project finance infrastructure 
investments. Institutional investors often require a 
minimum credit rating for their investments, but project 
finance deals are highly leveraged investments by 
nature. For that reason, project finance deals might not 
meet the risk level criteria of the institutional investors. 
Before the 2008 crisis, monoline insurers were providing 
insurance against defaults and ensure higher credit 
rating for the project finance bonds. However, monoline 

insurance market shrank after crisis and the need for a 
credit enhancement mechanism increased. The situation 
in the insurance market provided an opportunity for the 
European Union; by providing credit enhancement to 
project bonds they would be able to attract institutional 
investors to infrastructure financing (Vassallo, Rangel, 
Baeza, & Bueno, 2018).

The credit improvement mechanism of the Europe 2020 
Project Bond Initiative is named as Project Bond Credit 
Enhancement (“PBCE”). Under PBCE mechanism, project 
company’s debt is divided into senior (project bond) and 
junior (subordinated debt) tranches. Junior tranche, which 
will be granted by the European Investment Bank, will 
provide additional funding to the project but it will have 
lower rank in the order of payment. In this way, junior 
tranche will act as a cushion to the senior tranche (i.e. 
project bond) and increase its credit quality (EIB, 2012a). 

As the traditional bank lending for project financing faces 
regulatory pressures and the volume of the project bonds 
increases with the help of certain frameworks like PBCE, 
whether the project bonds are the future of the project 
finance has become an important matter of discussion in 
the finance world. It should be noted that project finance 
bonds have certain advantages and disadvantages 
compared to the project finance bank loans. First of all, 
the project bonds enable long-term borrowing with a fixed 
interest rate. While this feature of the project bonds benefits 
the borrower, it also attracts the institutional investors. 
The institutional investors, such as pension funds, search 
for long term steady cash flows. The project finance bank 
loans on the other hand, have shorter maturity and need 
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to be refinanced during the project’s life. Apart from this, 
the project finance bank loans have stricter covenant 
schemes and the banks carefully monitor the project, but 
the project bonds are less restrictive for the borrower. 
The project bonds have certain disadvantages as well. 
For example, while the public bond issuances enable the 
project company to reach a wider investment base, the 
public placement requires rigorous public disclosures and 
reporting. Apart from this, a wide investment base makes 
renegotiations harder. In that sense, the bank loans offer 
a more flexible structure; the terms can be renegotiated, 
or certain financial covenants can be waived if needed 
(Gilbert & Tobin Law Firm, 2018).

In this study, we study the project finance bond literature 
to examine the characteristics of the project bonds, and 
our ultimate aim is to seek answers to the question of 
“What are the determinants of the spread for the project 
finance bonds?”. To be able to answer this question, we 
analyse the characteristics of the project bonds in terms of 
the deal size, average maturity, region, industry, and other 
relevant characteristics.

2. State-of-the-Art on Project Finance Investment 
Vehicles 

There is a lot of scholarly research about project finance 
investment vehicles (for example, project finance loans, 
project finance CDOs etc.) but very few about project 
bonds. One of the main studies focuses on project finance 
bond spread is developed by Dailami and Hauswald 

(2003). In this study, authors examined project bonds 
in emerging markets with regard to bonds’ covenant 
structure and spread. They used a sample of 105 project 
bonds from emerging market countries to analyse bonds’ 
spread determinants over the US government bonds. 
According to the results, risk ratings and tenor were the 
most significant variables determining the bond’s spread. 
Findings suggested that 1 year longer tenor resulted in 
an increased spread of 2 basis points, and a reduction in 
bond’s rating resulted in an increased spread of 31 basis 
points. Apart from that, if home country’s credit rating 
reduced by one grade, this results in increased spread 
of 24 basis points. Regarding the project characteristics, 
it was found that water and transportation projects 
had higher spreads compared to energy, power, and 
telecommunications projects.

In their study Dailami and Hauswald (2007) analysed the 
credit spread determinants of Ras Gas project bonds. 
According to the authors, credit spreads reflect the risk 
level of the company in the eyes of the investor. Their 
findings suggest that the increased risk related to the 
contractual agreements of the project firm increases credit 
spread of the bonds.

In the comparative study conducted by Kleimeier and 
Megginson (2000), the different characteristics of project 
finance loans and other traditional syndicated loans 
were examined. In the first part of the study, these 
authors examined whether syndicated loans were more 
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expensive than project finance loans. In the second part, 
they identified the determinants of the spread for project 
finance loans. Their analysis showed that spread was 
negatively related to the loan maturity and it was also 
inversely related to the presence of third party guarantees 
in the deal. On the other hand, it was found that the spread 
was positively related to the use of domestic currency in 
the borrowing.

An empirical study conducted by Buscaino, Caselli, Corielli, 
and Gatti (2010) investigated the variables that determine 
the spread over the project finance collateralised debt 
obligations (CDOs). Buscaino et al. (2010) found that 
credit rating, average maturity, and debt size are the main 
determinants of the spread for project finance CDOs. 
In their paper, Dailami and Leipziger (1998) analysed 
infrastructure project finance loan data in developing 
countries. Their study shows that the risk premium on a 
foreign currency borrowing is related to project specific 
characteristics and host country’s risk. Specifically, 
projects which are constructed in high inflation countries, 
and projects in the infrastructure sector are subject to a 
higher risk premium. 

In the field of project finance, projects are classified in 
two stages: “Greenfield” and “Brownfield/Operating.” 
Greenfield projects can be described as the projects 
that are constructed from scratch on an unused land, 
where no prior establishments exist. Projects undergo a 
development phase before becoming fully operational. 
Kazemi, Black, and Chambers (2016) assert that since 
brownfield investments already bring a revenue stream 
from existing facilities and they have operational data; 
brownfield investments should be considered as less risky 
compared to greenfield investments. For that reason, 
greenfield investors should aim for higher return for their 
investments. According to Rossi and Stepic (2015) on the 
other hand, even though investors estimate higher risk 
for greenfield projects due to the construction process; in 
certain examples, risks of a greenfield project do not differ 
from risks of a brownfield project.

3. Methodology and Data

One of the main studies focusing on project finance bond 
spread is developed by Dailami and Hauswald (2003). 
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This study employs variables capturing information 
about economic indicators of host country, issue amount, 
maturity, collateral dummies, and the variables related 
to the sector of issuance. Another study conducted by 
Kleimeier and Megginson (2000) uses variables capturing 
project finance loan size, maturity, risk score of host 
country and currency risk. Our model resembles most the 
models developed in these two studies. 

To develop the model, we employ explanatory variables 
based on those discussed in the scholarly literature. 
Therefore, we integrated those variables with all available 
information that might be related to project bond’s spread. 
It should be noted that we did not include a variable 
related to the issuer’s financial strength. As we laid out 
before, in project finance, borrowers are special purpose 
entities which have the only function of building, operating, 
and owning the facility. Since there are no other areas of 
operation rather than building and operating the facility, 
the only source of revenues is the project itself.  

The fixed effects panel regression that can be estimated 
with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with the variables 
listed below forms the basis for this analysis:

Spreadi= β0 + β1DebtSizei +β2WeightedAverageMaturityi 
+ β3CurrencyRiski + β4CountryRiskScorei. + 
δ1DGreendfieldi + δ2DOperatingi + α1DInfrai + 
α2DRenewable i +

α3DNon-Renewablei + Error termi

The dependent variable: Spread -Yield spread in 
basis points: The Spread is defined as the difference 
between the project bond’s yield at issuance and the 
yield of 10-year government bond. 

Debt Size: Represents the size of the issuance, in 
US$ millions. 

Weighted Average Maturity: The weighted average 
maturity can be defined as the number of years that 
the money weighted amount of unpaid face value 
remains outstanding. 

Currency Risk: Currency risk is assumed to exist 
if the bond is issued in a different currency than the 
domestic currency of the home country. (Currency risk 

is a dummy variable that is assigned 1 if the currency 
risk is observed.)

Country Risk Score: Country risk score represents 
the credit risk rating of the home country where the 
project bond is issued. The risk score is measured 
using Moody’s Investor Service’s Sovereign Rating 
History (2020). 

Project Status Dummies (DGreendfield i / DOperatingi): 
Indicates the operational status of the project, whether 
the project is greenfield or operating (brownfield). 

Sector Group Dummies (DInfrai / DRenewable i / DNon-
Renei): Indicates the industry segment in which the 
issuer operates. Our project bonds database includes 
project bonds from four different industry segments 
i.e. sector groups: Renewable energy generation, 
Non-renewable energy generation, Infrastructure and 
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG). 
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In this study, we used Crédit Agricole 
CIB’s project bond focus data. 
The dataset provides project bond 
issuance information and collects 
pricing and relevant information of 
project bonds for different sectors.  
Our initial database consists of 315 
project bonds from 29 countries. 
We eliminated the bonds that do not 
include critical information such as 
yield or maturity. Besides, we also 
excluded the inflation indexed bonds 
to include only fixed rate bonds. 
The remaining 215 bonds from 23 
countries constitute the main dataset 
of the study. 

4. Results 

Our study focused on the spread 
determinants of project finance 
bonds and attempted to answer the 
following question: “What are the 
determinants of the spread for project 
finance bonds?” The model employed 
in this study was inspired by the 
previous studies done with project 
bonds and loans data, and our study 
yielded similar results with previous 
studies which focus on the subject. 
Especially the studies conducted 
by Dailami & Hauswald (2003) and 
Kleimeier & Megginson (2000) which 
inspired to our regression model, 
reported similar results to those of 
our study.  It should be noted that 
Kleimeier & Megginson’s (2000) 
study is conducted with project loan 
data. Even though it requires further 
research, this shows us that pricing 
determinants of project bonds may 
not differ much from the pricing 
determinants of the project finance 
loans. The results of the tested 
hypothesis are provided below:

H1: The project bond’s issue 
size is positively related to the 
project bond’s spread. 

When we analysed the results, we 
observed that the effect of issue size 
is statistically insignificant for the 
bond’s spread (p = 0.420 > 0.05). 
Therefore, we reject the hypothesis 
that the project bond’s issue size is 
positively related to the project bond’s 
spread. Even though the effect is 
not significant, positive coefficient 
estimate suggests a positive relation 
between issue size and the spread. 
This result is in line with our initial 
expectations and with theory. 

Previous studies in the project finance 
bond and loan setting resulted in 
similar results for the borrowing size. 
The study conducted by Dailami and 
Hauswald (2003) on project bond 
spreads showed that the amount of 
the bond does not significantly affect 
bond’s spread. Similarly, Kleimeier 
& Megginson (2000) found that loan 
size does not have a significant effect 
on project finance loan spreads. 

However, a particular study in the 
project finance CDO setting yielded 
a different result. According to the 
study conducted by Buscaino et al. 
(2010), size has a negative impact on 
the spread in the context of project 
finance CDOs.  

H2: The project bond’s weighted 
average maturity is positively 
related to the project bond’s 
spread.

As a bond’s maturity increases, 
bond’s price sensitivity to interest 
rate changes increases too. We 
would expect that bonds with longer 
maturities would have higher spread 
to compensate increased interest rate 
risk. However, the results indicate 
that the effect of weighted average 
maturity on project bond spreads 
is not statistically significant at 5% 
significance level (p = 0.832 > 0.05). 
Therefore, we reject the hypothesis 
that the project bond’s weighted 
average maturity is positively related 
to the project bond’s spread.
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The previous studies in the project finance setting 
produced different results for maturity. Parallel to our initial 
expectations, Dailami & Hauswald (2003) found that an 
increase in the maturity of a project bond results in an 
increase in the bond’s spread by 2 basis points. Similarly, 
Buscaino et al. (2010) concluded that weighted average 
maturity has a positive impact on spread in the context of 
project finance CDOs; meaning an increase in the maturity 
results in increased spread for project finance CDOs.  On 
the other hand, Kleimeier & Megginson (2000) found that 
the maturity of a project finance loan has a significant 
negative effect on loan’s spread. 

H3: Existence of currency risk is positively 
related to the project bond spread 

Surprisingly, the effect of currency risk on project bond’s 
spread is found to be insignificant at 5% significance level. 
Therefore, we reject the hypothesis that the existence 
of currency risk is positively related to the project bond 
spread. Furthermore, at higher significance levels, the 
negative coefficient of -21 indicates that the existence of 
the currency risk results in a lower spread for the project 
bonds. Even though the negative relation is insignificant, 
we would expect to see the effect of increased risk due 
to borrowing in foreign currency. When we analysed the 
bonds that are exposed to the currency risk in our dataset, 
we observed that all of these bonds are denominated in 
hard currency (US dollars). Reduced spread for the bonds 
denominated in a foreign currency might be due to the 
fact that US dollar denominated bonds reach a wider 
investor base and investors prefer to lend money in a 
more stabilized currency. 

In parallel to our negative coefficient estimate, a negative 
relationship between spread and currency risk is also 
observed in the study conducted by Kleimeier & Megginson 
(2000). Authors come up with a similar explanation for the 
observation of a negative relationship between currency 
risk and spread. They suggest that the lenders quote 
a lower interest rate for companies that borrow in hard 
currency. This may be interpreted as suggesting that an 
investor might prefer to lend and get proceeds in a more 
established currency (like US dollars) rather than a volatile 
domestic currency. 

H4: The risk level of the country of issuance is 
positively related to the project bond spread.

Our findings confirm the importance of the home country 
risk on a project bond’s spread. The positive coefficient 
of 8.5 suggests that one notch increase in the country 
risk, results in an increase on spread by 8.5 basis points 
for project bonds. As we explained in the methodology 
section, countries that are rewarded with highest credit 
rating is assigned a risk score of 1, whereas the countries 
with lowest rating assigned a risk score of 21. For example, 
a bond issued in US (which has credit score of 1) would 
have lower spread from the bond issued in Argentina 
(which has credit score of 15) by 129 basis points.

Moody’s Sovereign Ratings Methodology takes economic 
resilience and growth dynamics (such as GDP growth), 
institutional dynamics (such as quality of governance in 
the country) and external risk factors (such as political 
risk factors and geopolitics) into account while issuing 
ratings (Moody’s Investors Service, 2019). Since the 
country risk rating is a combination of economic, political, 
and structural risk factors, it is perfectly logical for the 
investors to demand higher spread to compensate for the 
risk taken. Country risk involves the possibility of change 
in host country’s political and financial situation or legal 
regulations. Structural changes in the host country directly 
affect project’s predictability of future cash flows and debt 
repayment capacity (Bouzguenda, 2014). Main risk factors 
may include the risk of political unrest or economic risk 
factors including capital controls and change in currency 
regimes.
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Previous studies also confirm this effect. Dailami & 
Hauswald (2003) found that if home country’s rating 
decreased by one grade (means increased risk), this 
results in an increased spread of 24 basis points for 
project bonds. Similarly, Kleimeier & Megginson (2000) 
also found that an increase in country risk results in higher 
spread for project finance bank loans.

H5: Project bonds issued to finance a greenfield 
project have higher spread than project bonds 
issued to finance an operating project.

When we analysed the effect of project status on project 
loan spread, we observed that the project status has a 
meaningful effect on spread. According to the results, 
effects of both greenfield and operating dummies were 
significant at 5% significance level. The coefficient for 
greenfield projects is -99.26 whereas it is -105.94 for 
operating projects. Lower coefficient for operational 
projects (-105.94) compared with greenfield projects 
(-99.26) suggests that operational projects have lower 
spread than greenfield projects. For that reason, we do 
not reject the hypothesis that the project bonds issued 
to finance a greenfield project have higher spread than 
project bonds issued to finance an operating project. 

This result is also in line with Kazemi, Black & Chambers’ 
(2016) assertation that since brownfield investments have 
an existing revenue stream, they should be considered 
as less risky compared to greenfield investments. These 
authors also assert that greenfield investors should aim 
for a higher return for the higher risk assumed. 

H6: Projects that are operating in sectors that 
are more suitable for government support have 
lower spread than the others.

In our database, issuer’s sector of operation was divided 
into four subgroups: Renewable energy generation, 
Non-renewable energy generation, Infrastructure and 
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG). We treated LNG variable as 
reference level and included other variables (Renewable 
energy generation, Non-renewable energy generation 
and Infrastructure) into the model as dummy variables. 
LNG sector is chosen as reference level because the 

energy generation and the infrastructure are the sectors 
that we would expect government supported credit 
enhancement mechanisms, which may result in lower risk 
and consequently lower spread.

According to the results, the only significant variable 
among sector group variables is the infrastructure sector. 
Even at 1% significance level, infrastructure dummy 
is highly significant (p=0.00 < 0.01) and the negative 
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coefficient of -99.06 suggest that infrastructure sector 
project bonds have lower spread than LNG sector project 
bonds by 99 basis points. 

A possible explanation for this effect might be government 
support in certain sectors. Credit enhancement 
mechanisms such as Project Bonds Initiative aims to 
make infrastructure bonds more appealing for investors 
(European Commission, 2011). Similarly, certain 
infrastructure projects such as motorways and airports can 
benefit from minimum revenue guarantees if they are built 
under public private partnership scheme. The difference 
among sector group spreads might be due to these kinds 
of government support in the infrastructure sector. 

But again, since the available dataset does not include 
government support or credit enhancement information, 
our assumptions on the spread differences among sectors 
needs to be confirmed with a deeper dataset.

5. Conclusion and Limitations

As a result of our study, we found that country risk score 
has a significant positive impact on project bond’s spread. 
As the riskiness of the home country increases by one 
notch, the spread demanded by the investors increases 
by 8.5 basis points. 

We also found that the issuer’s sector of operation also 
has a significant impact on the bond’s spread. According to 
the results, spread of bonds issued to finance LNG sector 
investments have significantly higher returns than the 
bonds issued to finance infrastructure sector. This might 
be due to government support to the investments in the 
infrastructure sector. For example, credit enhancement 
mechanisms such as the Project Bonds Initiative support 
infrastructure projects. Besides, governments often 
support certain infrastructure projects with public private 
partnership schemes.

Lastly, completion status of the project appears to 
affect the project bond’s spread. Dummy coefficient of 
operational projects (-105.94) compared with greenfield 
projects (-99.26) suggests that operational projects have 
lower spread than greenfield projects. However, due to the 
projects that do not have a status information, we believe 
that further research is needed on this variable.

It should also be noted that, while the effects are not 
significant at 5% significance level, the negative coefficient 
of currency risk suggests a negative impact on project 
bond’s spread, which is a surprising effect.

Limitations and Recommendations for future 
research

While our study is conducted with a fair number of project 
bonds, limitations should be kept in mind while interpreting 
results. The primary limitation is the size and nature of the 
dataset. Project bond data is not easily accessible through 
financial information providers. In this study, we relied on 
the Crédit Agricole CIB’s project bond focus data. Certain 
aspects of the data, multiple issuances from one borrower 
for example, is checked from other resources. Since the 
project bond focus data summarizes bonds selected by 
Crédit Agricole CIB, the dataset may be subject to their 
selection criteria. 

First, information regarding bonds’ guarantees and credit 
enhancements was not available in our dataset. For further 
studies, we would recommend including guarantees in the 
regression model as an independent variable. Second, 
project’s operational status was missing for some bonds 
in the data set. Rather than losing a portion of our dataset, 
we had to include this information as dummy in the fixed 
effect regression model. Lastly, more than a quarter of the 
bonds in our dataset are sold via private placements, for 
this reason they are not rated by credit rating agencies. 
Credit rating of the bond, which reflects bond’s riskiness, 
can have a significant effect on bond’s spread. In a wider 
dataset, we would recommend including credit ratings in 
the regression model as an independent variable. It should 
also be noted that variables such as country risk, currency 
risk, or existence of credit enhancement mechanisms 
could show strong multicollinearity with bond’s credit 
rating.

There can be several additional areas for further research 
in this topic. For example, the macroeconomic variables 
and the market sentiment can be important factors 
that affect the spreads of the project bond. For future 
researchers, we would recommend including these 
variables in the analysis.
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ABSTRACT

This research aimed to explore the concept of combining 
the energy management systems of the public and 
private utility buildings in climate-neutral urban areas, 
particularly so-called cultural squares. Even though 
energy management plays an important role in the 
energy transition in urban areas, management practices 
are generally limited to individual buildings. To search 
for a solution to this problem, first of all, an analytical 
framework was built based on four streams from the 
literature, The EU’s Clean Energy for all Europeans 
Package, Climate-Neutral Areas, Energy Districts, ISO 
50001 Energy Management System approach. After 
that, Rotterdam Schouwburgplein was used as the main 
case to assess the potential technical, management, and 
government benefits of collective energy management 
that were found in the literature. As the collective action 
in Rotterdam Schouwburgplein is still in the development 
phase, the management and governance structures are 
not as developed as the technical part. Therefore, the 
study points out examples from similar cases to fill the 
gaps in the technical, management, and governance 
benefits. Finally, based on the knowledge gained from the 
case assessments according to the analytical framework, 
recommendations for the energy communities on 
collective energy management are provided.

INTRODUCTION

Climate change is accepted as a global problem that 
requires urgent action to mitigate its adverse effects. 
At the international scale, regulatory regimes for this 
ambition are mainly shaped by the Kyoto Protocol, 
the Paris Agreement and the United Nation’s (UN) 
Sustainable Development Goals policy frameworks. In 
addition to these policy developments and regulations at 
- international level, the European Union (EU) adopted an 
integrated package of energy and climate policy with net-
zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions target by 2050 to 
keep global temperature rise below 2°C, and even further 
to 1.5°C.

At the national level, governments have their own 
regulatory, financial, educational, and voluntary 
instruments which constitute keys to create policies for the 
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local territorial level, including in cities. 
As the cities consume over two-thirds 
of the world’s energy and cause more 
than 70% of global CO2 emissions 
(C40 Cities, 2020), which mostly 
result from the combustion of fossil 
fuels as the main source of energy, 
such international policies often have 
an urban dimension, and cities have 
major roles in their implementation 
(European Commission, 2020b). 
Urban communities themselves are 
also vulnerable to climate change 
and abrupt weather occurrences, 
therefore, to improve resilience 
against the negative environmental 
impacts of such events, socially-
oriented policies are essential 
(UNECE, 2011). However, 
constructing policies that take into 
account all the relevant actors’ and 
their concerns become increasingly 
complex as urbanisation advances.

To cope with these challenges, one 
of the important actions that have 
to be taken is implementing energy 
management systems (EnMSs). 
In an EnMS, the performance of 

the energy system is monitored, 
controlled, and optimised within the 
borders drawn by the end-user. The 
focus is on monitoring and optimising 
appliances and facilities, such as 
heating, ventilation, and lighting 
installations, which are relatively high 
in energy consumption in a building 
or facility. The EnMSs also provide 
opportunities for measuring energy 
consumption. Then, obtained data 
can be used to perform analysis 
and optimisation procedures and to 
forecast future consumption (Smart 
Energy Collective, 2013).

Although energy management plays 
an important role in minimising the 
undesirable effects of global warming 
and energy transition, which could be 
defined as the transformation of an 
energy mix largely based on fossil 
fuel to clean and renewable sources 
(Sciullo et al., 2020)cooperatives 
and purchasing groups, the scope of 
management practices are generally 
limited for the individually owned 
buildings, and the experience around 
collective energy management of the 

public and private utility buildings in 
urban areas is limited. The concept of 
combining the energy management 
systems of different actors, however, 
is highly likely to lead to multi-win 
situations and will help transform the 
areas in question into climate-neutral 
regions.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this study, an analytical framework 
was developed to understand the 
potential benefits of collective energy 
management systems for public and 
private utility buildings in climate-
neutral cultural squares of urban 
areas based on the studies covering 
this theme along the following sub-
headings: 

The benefits of the EU’s approach in 
the Clean Energy for all Europeans 
package to organise different actors 
jointly acting together;

The benefits of spatial planning 
and governing tools’ perspective 
to realise the government’s current 
ambitions to achieve climate-neutral 
goals collaboratively with citizens;

The benefits of governmental tools 
that are used for coordinating and 
steering energy districts;

The benefits of integrating energy 
in the system of multi-building 
institutions through the ISO 50001 
Energy Management System 
approach.

The similarities among the 
components of technical, 
management and governance 
benefits of the clean energy 
management systems in climate 
neutral areas are summarised in 
Table 1 below.
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Table-1 The analytical framework developed from the four literature streams.

EU Clean Energy Package Climate Neutral Areas Energy Districts ISO 50001 
EnMS

1. Energy savings x
1.a. Improved Energy Efficiency x x x
1.b. Reduced network & energy 
conversion losses x x
1.c. Improved equipment 
performance x
2. Renewable energy generation x x x
3. Energy independency x x x
3.a. Direct energy exchange between 
prosumers x
3.b. Improved resilience to grid 
outages x x
3.c. Increased quality assurance x
3.d. Increased energy flexibility 
services x x
4. The modernization of the electricity 
grid x
1. Easy to get into the energy market x
2. Compliance with applicable legal 
requirement x
3.a. Ensured economic 
competitiveness x x
3.b. Energy Cost Reduction & 
financial profits x x x
3.c. Reduced unit costs of purchased 
products and services x
3.b. Reduced design and maintenance 
costs x x
3.d. Peer-to-peer energy trading 
within the community x

3.c. Surplus energy export to the grid x
4. Decreased network investments x
5. Reduced energy-related business 
risks x
6. Built a better brand image x
8. Built an institutional knowledge x
8.a. Strengthened connection 
between team members x
9. International recognition x
1. Achievement of the national and 
international energy and environmental 
targets x x
2. Raising users' environment 
awareness x x x
2.a. Influencing the energy 
consumption behaviour of people x x
3. Increased local job opportunities x x
4. Improved energy security x x x
5. Increased liveability x
5.a. Improved quality of life x

5.b. Improved comfort levels x
6. Improved urban resilience to 
extreme climate conditions x x x

6.a. Reduced energy and carbon 
intensities in cities x x
6.b. Reduced environmental impacts x

Collective energy management systems in 
climate-neutral urban areas
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Within these four literature streams, 
the EU’s Clean Energy for all 
Europeans Package (Clean Energy 
Package) is an energy policy 
framework that was updated in 2019. 
Some of its objectives are: achieving 
at least 32.5% of energy efficiency 
in energy use, generating at least 
32% of the electricity from renewable 
energy resources, decreasing CO2 
emissions by at least 40%, and 
improving energy performance in the 
building sector by 2030 (European 
Commission, 2020a), to meet with 
Paris Agreement commitments for 
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, and to contribute the EU’s 
long-term carbon-neutral strategy by 
2050. With this new energy rulebook, 

a significant step was taken towards 
the implementation of the ‘Energy 
Union’ strategy, which aims at 
building an energy union that gives 
EU consumers secure, sustainable, 
competitive, and affordable energy 
(European Commission, 2017).

The collective actions, which are 
being supported in the Clean Energy 
Package, bring several technical, 
management, and governance 
benefits to both the public and private 
sectors. 

First, regarding technical benefits, 
the Clean Energy Package supports 
decentralised renewable energy 
generation through joint actions 
between the actors, network, and 

energy conversion losses reduce, 
which brings energy independence, 
high-quality service, and increased 
energy flexibility. Also, improving 
energy efficiency and energy savings 
is another area that is focussed on 
the Package, which has a supportive 
effect on the transition to clean 
energy.

In terms of management benefits, one 
of the important outcomes from the 
Clean Energy Package is the legal 
entity it brings to the collaborative 
energy actions, under a variety of 
different titles. As a result, the energy 
consumers and prosumers are 
empowered to become actors in the 
energy market and allow them to act 
jointly together with the public actors 
in the energy transition by generating, 
storing, or selling their energy onto 
the grid. This legal status will also 
increase the working efficiency of 
the energy communities by reducing 
procedures and enable them to fully 
reap the benefits of this collaborative 
action. 

For instance, as a result of 
the legalisation of the energy 
community and implementation of 
legal requirements by the national 
governments that allow the energy 
communities to participate in the 
energy market actively, it will become 
possible to peer-to-peer energy 
trading within the community, and 
surplus energy export to the grid. As 
a result, while the energy costs and 
network investments are decreasing, 
it also allows them to gain financial 
benefits. Besides, fewer network 
investments are needed as a result 
of on-site energy generation, so that 
the energy distributor does not have 
to invest in the network to increase its 
supply capacity. 
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Finally, governance benefits include reduced carbon emissions, high environmental awareness, citizen empowerment, 
and increased local job opportunities. As a result, national and regional authorities could reach national and international 
environmental targets. Next, as the Member States (MS) have to transpose the Clean Energy Package into their 
national law, the environmental awareness of citizens will increase, which results in a growing number of voluntary 
formed collaborative energy unions between the private and public actors. Ultimately, the liveability will expand as a 
result of reduced carbon emissions.

However, they may also put other customers at a financial disadvantage. For instance, as a result of reduced power 
flows from the main grid, the expected grid revenues of the distribution companies will also decrease and transform 
into an extra cost for customers in other locations in the system (Caramizaru et al., 2020). On the other hand, even the 
consumers are self-sufficient, it is not likely that they will disconnect completely from the grid, instead, they will continue 
to use it as a backup source. That may create in the future a new way of network tariffs that reflects how the grid is used 
(The European Consumer Organisation, 2019).

ROTTERDAM SCHOUWBURGPLEIN CASE

Schouwburgplein is one of the most urbanised areas in the Netherlands (Figure 1). To transform this cultural square 
into a 100% climate-neutral by 2030 and to apply the lessons learned in Rotterdam to the other cultural squares around 
the world, the 7 Square Endeavour (7SE) foundation is initiated through a bottom-up structure by several public (for 
example, The Rotterdam Theater, Municipality of Rotterdam, Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management) and 
private (for example, Amvest - investment manager and real estate developer, Codarts University of the Arts, Arcadis - 
design, engineering, and management consulting company) parties. 

Figure-1 The area of the Rotterdam Schouwburgplein (7SE, 2018)
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With an ambitious target of reaching a climate-neutral 
square, 7SE focused on the CO2 neutral energy usage in 
the area, adaption to urban heat island effect, downpours, 
drought, and water scarcity. This study explores the 
collective energy actions of the square to reach its CO2-
neutral targets.

THE TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND 
GOVERNANCE BENEFITS

When the potential benefits of collective energy 
management action in the Rotterdam Schouwburgplein 
case were assessed according to the analytical 
framework, it was observed as a good example of a 
collective transformation action formed by a bottom-up 
approach with stakeholders jointly agreeing upon a vision 
to reduce the climate impact of this energy-intensive 
cultural square, which is located in the heart of the second 
largest city of the Netherlands. 

Regarding the technical benefits, a significant decrease 
in energy demand is expected as a result of its energy 
structure, which was designed based on the Trias 
Energetica strategy and structured on three steps: 
limiting the energy demand, using energy from renewable 
sources, and consuming finite (fossil) energy sources 
efficiently (RVO, 2013) (Figure 2).

Figure -2 Trias Energetica concept (EURIMA, 2018).

Also, as a result of increased efficiency, the equipment 
performance will directly improve and the useful life of the 
equipment will be extended. For heating and cooling, the 
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current district heating system supplied from an incineration plant will be transformed into a Combined Heat and Power 
(CHP) system, which is more efficient and sustainable. With such an on-site heat and cold storage system, it will be 
also possible to reduce network losses.

Next, for the energy demand that remains after measures have been taken, the objective is to use as much sustainable 
energy as possible within the territory of the square. In terms of renewable energy generation, the plan was to install 
solar PV panels on the available roof surface. However, due to the square’s central location and dense settlement, 
there is not enough area to generate its energy with current technologies, therefore after implementing energy-saving 
measures and generating as much renewable energy as possible, the rest of the energy needs will be purchased 
collectively in a sustainable manner. This limited amount of electricity generation and lack of energy storage will cause 
negative consequences for Schouwburgplein’s energy independence, resilience to grid outages, energy flexibility, and 
quality assurance. Nevertheless, with a holistically designed energy management software, direct energy exchange 
within the square will reduce the dependency on the grid and increase quality assurance, as already implemented in 
Loenen - a village in the Dutch province of Gelderland – with a Community-based Virtual Power Plant (cVVP) (Loenen, 
2020) (Figure 3). 

 

Figure-3 Community-based Virtual Power Plant characteristics (Wieczorek, 2019).

Regarding the management benefits, as the Schouwburgplein collaboration involves several types of stakeholders 
from the public and private sectors, their experiences and knowledge in different areas will facilitate the achievement of 
the climate neutrality target. While the periodic meetings strengthen the connection between them, the written reports, 
documents, and studies accumulate and record institutional knowledge. Also, with the aim to apply the knowledge 
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learned in Rotterdam to other cultural squares around the 
world, the collaboration will gain international recognition. 
Moreover, stakeholders’ brand image will be improved as 
a result of their collective efforts to reach environmental 
targets in such a visible location.

The collaborative energy actions in the Netherlands are 
mostly formed under the energy cooperatives to take 
place in the energy market. With the new legal entities that 
the EU’s Clean Energy Package brings, it would be easier 
for the Schouwburgplein to make the energy transactions 
within the community or with the grid. Besides, the square 
will become compliant with legislation and regulations, 
such as the Climate Agreement published by the Dutch 
government in 2019.

Savings constitute another important management benefit 
of this collective action. It is expected that after taking 
the necessary energy-saving measures, the transition to 
CO2-neutral energy sources, and purchasing the energy 
collectively, the energy cost of the square will reduce. Also, 
unit costs of purchased products and services, design, and 
maintenance costs are expected to decrease because 
of the joint action in the square. This sustainable way of 
energy consumption and decreased ratio of dependency 
to the grid will also protect stakeholders from the possible 
fluctuations in energy prices, reduce their energy-related 
business risks, and decrease network investments. Even 
though these efficiency measures will require a high 
amount of initial funding, it is possible to ensure economic 
competitiveness by reducing these costs by integrating 
them with the existing long-term energy maintenance 
plans of the individual building owners, benefitting from 
national incentives and low-interest rates, and by building 
a partnership with the energy distributor company. In 
addition to the cost-saving benefits, the stakeholders in 
the Schouwburgplein could gain financial profits through 
peer-to-peer energy exchange within the neighbourhood 
and surplus cooling energy export to close surroundings. 

Lastly, through collective action in energy management in 
the square, several governance benefits will be possible. 
First, the energy consumption behaviour patterns of the 
residents are expected to be changed by establishing 
concrete saving measures. A nice example of influencing 
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the behaviour of citizens to act responsibly for the 
environment could be seen from what has taken place in 
the city of Växjö, Sweden. Växjö encouraged its citizens 
to use public transport instead of their fossil fuel-powered 
cars to reach its fossil-free city target (Wittstock et al., 
2019) by investing in city bus lines, such as increasing 
their frequency, the number of bicycle parking areas at bus 
stops and providing real-time travel information. Moreover, 
the municipality continues to reinforce its existing cycling 
infrastructure and building a new bicycle highway. 

Through written and social media channels, the targets 
and the progress of the project will be published, and 
in this way, the environmental awareness of people 
will increase. Also, by realising the collective energy 
management model with a climate neutrality target in 
Schouwburgplein and replication in other areas in the 
Netherlands, it would be possible to achieve the regional, 
national, and international energy and environmental 
targets. An example of this can be seen in the case of 
LochemEnergie in the Netherlands, which was set up by 
the local citizens of Lochem and generating innovative 
renewable energy projects since 2011. By supporting 
such collective action, the local government gains benefits 
to reach its renewable energy goals. 

Moreover, the pace of reduction in environmental impacts 
and carbon intensities of the square, the thermal comfort 
of the residents, and the liveability of the area are all 
expected to increase. As a result of the adaptive actions 
that will be taken within the target plans, the urban 
resilience to extreme climate conditions will improve. 
In addition, the economic losses of weather conditions 
induced challenges could be reduced and the quality of 
life for the residents is expected to improve.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, after assessing the main case study and 
similar cases according to the analytical framework which 
was built based on a review of the literature, this study 
finds that managing energy through collaborative action 
in which public and private actors acting jointly in an 
urban area brings several technical, management, and 
government benefits. Especially, if the area in question has 
a climate-neutral target and includes cultural monuments 
that have significant numbers of visitors, then the benefits 
of such a joint action are expected to rise. 

Three recommendations are identified concerning 
technical, management, and governance issues for 
future energy communities. First, the Trias Energetica 
and its enhanced version Trias Territoria are effective 
strategies that can guide communities through their 
journey to achieve sustainable energy. Adopting these 
technical philosophies as starting points and adapting 
them according to the characteristics of the specific urban 
area and the existing available technology will provide 
significant benefits in reducing energy consumption, 
generating sustainable energy, utilising the residual flows 
within the surroundings, and purchasing the remaining 
energy demand sustainably.  

Second, due to the complexity of the organisation, which 
can be composed of public and private actors with different 
building functions, it would be advantageous to establish a 
specific governance structure legalised under a renewable 
energy community. Because of their voluntary nature, 
these organisations are often managed by stakeholders, 
and this may cause delays as volunteer work can be 
considered a side job, which may impede consistent 
interaction for the cause. To avoid this problem, having 
full-time employees in the organisation can increase the 
pace to reach the targeted actions. Also, although there 
are many actors with different skills, experience, and 
networking in these collaborative actions, it can take 
time to make decisions due to the difficulty of organising 
meetings for all stakeholders and the variety of ideas as 
well as preferences. Therefore, it may be a good idea to 
keep the core cooperation management small, which can 
be changed periodically among stakeholders.

Third, numerous individual buildings with different 
functions, and divided ownership structures in cities, 
are some of the biggest challenges of acting together 
in energy management. However, as can be seen 
from the Schouwburgplein case, such collaborations 
can be organised by institutions that have functions in 
many sectors such as cultural and educational sectors. 
Therefore, it would be beneficial for the governmental 
bodies to encourage these institutions, which constitute 
the meeting points of the citizens, to take a pioneering step 
to benefit from a collective energy management system in 
their region. In order to do this, it is important to transpose 
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the EU’s Clean Energy Package into their national laws 
as soon as possible. Besides, to reach more people and 
keep the attention around the issue alive, activities such 
as festivals could be organised regularly which also allows 
the developers an opportunity to present the project to the 
public and ensure their support.
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